Men’s Shoes

In our shoe department all the newest shapes and leathers will be found. Good sturdy shoes that will stand lots of hard usage and look well up to the bitter end.

Tech Styles for Autumn and Winter

Whether you are a conservative dresser or go, in for all the new fads in clothes, you will find at the New Store all the latest and best cuts, fabrics and colorings. Our buyers keep the closest track of fashions in such centers as London and New York and those which seem to fit the Boston trade are quickly placed in stock at prices which the exclusive shops can not even approximate.

Snappy Coats and Suits

All the fall suits are on our counters, our coats are single or double breasted, cut long, with body-fitting waistcoats are all single breasted except the stylish fancy ones which are made up in either style. The most popular colorings are the greys and over-plaids, but blacks, blues and browns come in for their share of popularity.

The top coats of the moment are short and very stylish and the shoulders are broad and contrasting colors in these garments are, perhaps, more to be great features with us for this season. The shoulders are narrow, too, and the crowns are rather higher than was the case twelve months ago. No man who ever pretends to keep himself well groomed can be without the derby and these late models are as swag- ger as they make them. The soft hat as carrying the bulk of the college business is the telescope, in gay or with a band or braid. This is distinctly a young man’s hat, and with any plain or fancy band, will make a serviceable, distinctive headgear for all but dress occasions. When you need something right for evening wear, you will find American and imported all hats of the latest forms at tempting prices.

THE HAVARD PIPE, $1.00

THE LARGE EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURING

WASHINGTO& SUMMER STS.

Youths' and Men's Outfitters

We deal exclusively in well-made and excellent fitting Clothing for Youths and Men, in pure wool fabrics; Hats, Furnishing Goods, and Shoes.

HARRISON HALL CAFE

Special to the Harvard Pipe

DEPARTMENTS

PATRONAGS

A. SHUMAN & CO.

Clothing

The Largest Exclusive Manufacturing Retail Garment House in New England.

Meadowbrook Restaurant

24-26 Huntington Avenue

Copley Square

Branch at 13 Norway Street

Open Until 6 P.M.

HERRICK TICKETS & ALL THEATRES

Copley Square

Telephone

3239, 2330 and 2331 Back Bay

LANDERS’ Lunch and Coffee House

25 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

20 Huntington Avenue, near Copley Sq.

THE POPULAR PLACE TO EAT

THE STUDENTS’ DRUG STORE

Copley Square Hotel

31 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

E. G. BOSOM, Proprietor

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF DRUG STORE GOODS.

HARRISON HALL CAFE

SOLICITS THE PATRONAGE OF TECH STUDENTS

Cuisine and Service Excellent

Meat Tickets, 21 Meals, $8.00

GEORGE R. HOWARD